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Objectives

2

● Revisit 2025 Strategic Plan Content

● Discuss, through the development of a district 
scorecard, how we will track progress on our strategic 
priorities over the next five years 



Context
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● Continued Strategic Plan Initiative Development
○ Have largely focused on 20-21 due to COVID
○ Will have 21-25 Initiatives outlined by Spring 2021

● Internal Strategic Plan Roll-Out
○ All Central Office teams by Jan 2021
○ School Leaders
○ Will begin quarterly All-Staff townhalls in Jan 2021 

with a specific focus on alignment to the Strategic 
Plan

● External Strategic Plan Roll Out
○ Winter 2021 (ex: community townhalls, IPS 

Website/Resources, etc)



At IPS, we believe all students can achieve their full potential, learn at high levels, and 
graduate prepared to succeed in college, career, and life.  We are committed to ensuring 
that every student in every neighborhood receives the education and opportunities they 
deserve.  
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Increase access to rigorous curriculum and instruction

Promote racial equity

Foster authentic engagement

Operate and fund strategically

To deliver on these commitments, we have identified four priorities:



Our scorecard will be a multipurpose tool that will support stakeholders across the district 
in living up to priorities we’ve named in our 2025 Strategic Plan.
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The IPS district scorecard is designed to do the following:
• Serves as a tool that allows the general public to monitor district progress

towards key commitments/strategic priorities

• Provides a regular data snapshot to board members and internal 
stakeholders to cultivate a universal understanding of district performance 
as well as a shared sense of ownership

• Promotes data driven dialogues and decision making across the district

• Provides ambitious goals for the district to rally around as we strive to 
provide the best possible education for our students



1 Strategic Priority 1
Increase access to rigorous curriculum 
and instruction

What It Means
We build safe, engaging, and social-
emotionally supportive learning 
environments that ensure access to 
high quality instruction

Why It Matters
Every child deserves access to 
grade-appropriate assignments, 
strong instruction, deep 
engagement, and teachers who 
hold high expectations



1Strategic Priority 1
Increase access to rigorous curriculum 
and instruction

How Will We Know We’re Getting There
Improved student performance on key 
assessments

Accelerated student growth to close 
achievement gaps

Increased numbers of students 
prepared for college, career, and 
beyond

ILEARN, ISTEP, NWEA

ILEARN, ISTEP, NWEA

Graduation/On-Track to 
Graduation Rates

Reduced interruptions to instructional 
time

Suspension Data



2 Promote Racial Equity

What It Means
Strengthen and expand racial equity 
work to eliminate opportunity gaps, 
align policies and talent decisions, 
and interrupt/address institutional 
bias.

Why It Matters
We are committed to creating and 
IPS where outcomes cannot be 
predicted by race or ethnicity by 
correcting practices that perpetuate 
the opportunity gap and 
institutional racism.

Strategic Priority 2



2Strategic Priority 2

Promote Racial Equity

How Will We Know We’re Getting There
Strong racial equity mindset 
throughout the district

More equitable management of 
student behavior

Decreased gaps achievement gaps

Panorama Survey Data

Suspension Data

ILEARN/ISTEP



3 Foster Authentic Engagement

What It Means
Equip and engage families, team 
members, and the community in 
authentic and inclusive 
partnerships.

Why It Matters
Supporting students to lead lives of 
purpose and choice is a community 
responsibility.  When schools, 
families, and community members 
are engaged and work together, 
students are more successful.

Strategic Priority 3



3Strategic Priority 3

Foster Authentic Engagement

How Will We Know We’re Getting There

Increased student engagement

Increased family engagement

Attendance Rates

Possip Survey Data



4 Operate and fund strategically

What It Means
Strengthen the efficacy and equity 
of central office supports, services, 
and resource allocations.

Why It Matters
We have a moral imperative to 
ensure that we spend every dollar –
not matter how limited the 
resources – across our schools in a 
way that is transparent, fair, and 
based on the needs of the students 
we serve to maximize opportunities.

Strategic Priority 4



4Strategic Priority 4

Operate and Fund Strategically

How Will We Know We’re Getting There
More equitable and representative 
allocation of funds

Greater sustainability in our funding 

Increased stability in our student body

Student Based Allocations Data

Financial Data

Enrollment Data



To monitor if the district is making progress on its strategic plan, we’ve combined the 
different success metrics outlined on the previous slides into a district scorecard. 

IPS District Scorecard

Success Metric Data
Improved student performance on 
key assessments

ILEARN, ISTEP, 
NWEA

Accelerated student growth to 
close achievement gaps

ILEARN, ISTEP, 
NWEA

More students prepared for 
college, career, and beyond

Graduation/On-
Track To Grad Rates

Reduced interruptions to 
instructional time

Suspension Data

Strong racial equity mindset 
throughout the district

Panorama Survey

More equitable management of 
student behavior

Suspension Data

Success Metric Data
Decreased gaps achievement gaps ILEARN/ISTEP

Increased student engagement Attendance

Increased family engagement Possip Survey

More equitable and representative 
allocation of funds

Student Based 
Allocations

Greater sustainability in our 
funding 

Financial Data

Increased stability in our student 
body

Enrollment Data
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What the Scorecard Is Not

A new accountability system for 
schools, principals, or staff

What the Scorecard Is
A district-specific version of the 
systems and structures that are 
already established within IPS

Examples:
• SIP/School goals
• School accountability metrics
• State/federal report card

This scorecard makes sure the district is accountable for comparable metrics as 
well as the conditions that enable schools to succeed.



q

Visualizing the alignment of the scorecard within existing systems.
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District 
Scorecard

Existing 
Systems

Goals Outcomes



Moving forward, this scorecard will become a regular part of our dialogue around the 
2025 Strategic Plan.

IPS District Scorecard

The Board will receive quarterly updates on the district’s progress as 
measured by the district scorecard

Note on Impact of COVID19:
COVID19 has impacted the availability and continuity of the data 
available for several components of the scorecard (ex: 
state/interim assessment, attendance, enrollment).  

If these interruptions continue, we will need to reevaluate some 
components of the scorecard in the future.

The first of these updates will occur after winter break and consist of a deeper dive 
into the scorecard’s metrics.
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IPS 2025 Strategic Plan 
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Values 

Students 
First

We believe that students can achieve at their highest levels if we hold ourselves to an 
expectation of excellence and focus on students’ holistic needs, setting them up for lives of 
choice and purpose.

Racial 
Equity

We strive to build diverse, inclusive, and antiracist classrooms and teams, deploy our resources 
to ensure students and team members get the opportunities they need to succeed, and ensure 
our classrooms and work environments respect the dignity of all.

Continuous 
Improvement

We endeavor to get better and achieve more through hard work and continuous learning, both 
as individuals and as a system.

Integrity
We hold ourselves to the highest possible standards of professionalism and service and 
communicate with candor and care.

Community
We treat each other with love and respect, work effectively across lines of difference, and 
continuously build the supportive, inclusive community within IPS that we desire for our city.

Values



Strategic Plan
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SP1:  Increase Access to Rigorous 
Curriculum and Instruction
Support adults at all levels of the system to 
build safe, engaging, and socially and 
emotionally supportive learning 
environments for students that ensure 
access to high-quality curriculum and 
instruction.

1.1  Support teachers and school leaders to advance the comprehensive literacy framework by 
implementing PK-12 English Language Arts curriculum with excellence and developing the collaborative 
structures and common resources needed for unit and lesson plan internalization and student work 
analysis.

1.5  Increase readiness for remote learning through a plan that addresses equity and access; technology-
enabled platforms, software and content; use of time and support of teachers; and differentiation and 
progress monitoring.

SP2:  Promote Racial Equity
Strengthen and expand our work to 
eliminate opportunity gaps, align policies 
and talent decisions to IPS’ antiracism 
agenda, and build capacity for team 
members to persistently interrupt and 
address institutional bias.

2.1  Pass an IPS Racial Equity board policy and implement a related district-wide framework for racial equity 
and inclusion that includes desired outcomes and measures, aligns with other district frameworks and 
practices, and establishes district and school commitments to addressing current inequities and opportunity 
gaps.

2.2  Design and launch programming to support school improvement, with a particular focus on prioritizing 
people, time, and money to support the transformation of IPS' highest-need schools.

SP3:  Foster Authentic Engagement 
Equip and engage families, team members, 
and the community in authentic and 
inclusive partnerships.

3.1  Improve and expand district systems to ensure clear, consistent, and transparent two-way engagement 
and to elevate family, community and alumni voice.

3.2  Strengthen family, community, staff, and partner engagement in every neighborhood to support our 
mission and vision.

SP4:  Operate and Fund Strategically
Strengthen the efficacy and equity of central 
office supports, services, and resource 
allocations.

4.1  Strengthen the district’s ability to advance its mission and vision through intentional school portfolio 
design decisions and execution across all school types.

4.3  Support the district’s remote learning plan with facility and operational solutions that ensure safety and 
efficiency.

Priorities and Initiatives


